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1 Physics vs Biology

How can a universe that is ruled by natural laws give rise to aims and intentions?

The key difference between physics and biology is function or purpose. There is no
purpose in the existence of the Moon or an electron or in a collision of two gas particles.
By contrast, there is purpose and function in all life [7]:

“Although living systems obey the laws of physics and chemistry, the notion
of function or purpose differentiates biology from other natural sciences. Or-
ganisms exist to reproduce, whereas, outside religious belief, rocks and stars
have no purpose. Selection for function has produced the living cell, with a
unique set of properties that distinguish it from inanimate systems of interact-
ing molecules. Cells exist far from thermal equilibrium by harvesting energy
from their environment. They are composed of thousands of different types of
molecule. They contain information for their survival and reproduction, in the
form of their DNA”.

How does purpose or function emerge from physics? At the macro level, in higher animals
and human beings, via adaptive neural networks [10] and physiological systems [15]. At
the micro level, through epigenetic effects in cell development [5] via gene regulatory net-
works [5] and through adaptive effects in signal transduction networks [9] and synapses
[10]. And these are all based at the lower levels in specific molecules: proteins [14] and
nucleic acids [19].1

To be clear and concise, this paper will focus on voltage gated ion channels. I will first
look at the difference between the logic of physics and biology, then at the molecules that
make this difference possible, and finally at the way such molecules have come into being
and allowed physical processes to generate biological activity. I am taking for granted that
living systems are open non-equlibrium systems. That alone does not characterise life:
famously, even a burning candle satisfies those conditions. Something more is required.

1As many readers of this essay will be physicists rather than biologists, hyperlinks are included in the
text to help clarify biological concepts introduced.
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2 Logic of Physics

Physical laws determine evolution of a physical system in a purposeless inevitable way. Let
the relevant variables be X and the evolution dynamics be given by H(C,X, t) where the
context C is set by initial and boundary conditions, then that dynamical law determines
later states from earlier states:

If at time t1, X = X(t1), then at time t2, X = H(C,X(t1), t2). (1)

Here are some examples:

• Example 1: Pendulum phase planes

• Example 2: Gravitational systems

• Example 3: Gases and kinetic theory: gas molecule motion leads to predictable
macroscopic behaviour

• Example 4: Electron flows in nanoparticle devices

The key point is that in physics there are fixed interactions that cannot be altered, although
we can to some extent decide what they act on. In the end, daily life is governed by
Newton’s laws of motion and Galileo’s equations for a falling body, together with Maxwell’s
equations:

∇ ·E = 4πρ, ∇×E = − 1
c
∂B
∂t , (2)

∇ ·B = 0, ∇×B =
1

c

(
4πJ +

∂E

∂t

)
(3)

relating the electric field E, magnetic field B, charge ρ, and current J, and nothing can
change those interactions. The equation of motion for a particle with charge e and mass
m, and velocity v due to the electromagnetic field E,B and gravitational field g is given
by2

F = m
dv

dt
= e{E + v ×B}+mg. (4)

Equation (1) represents the solutions that necessarily follow from (2-4), proceeding pur-
poselessly on the basis of the context C and initial data X(t1). They may often be
represented by suitable phase planes.

3 Logic of life

Life collects and analyses information in order to use it to plan and execute future purpose-
ful actions in the light of memory (stored information) [7, 2]. This is true from amoeba
to plants3 to all animals to humans [10].

2I am avoiding discussing the extra complications introduced by quantum mechanics at this point.
This will be important below.

3Plant neurobiology is a developing field of study.
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3.1 Information usage

Information use is based on contextually informed logical choices of the form

Given context C, IF T (X) THENF1(Y), ELSE F2(Z), (5)

where X, Y, and Z may be the same or different variables and T (X), F1(Y) and F2(Z)
are arbitrary functions that can include any logical operations (AND, OR, NOT, NOR,
and so on) and mathematical operations. Thus they might be “If the cat is in, turn the
light out, else call the cat in” or “If the calculated future temperature T will be too high
and there is no automatic control system, then reduce the fuel flow F manually” (a default
unstated ”ELSE” is always to leave the status quo).

The key point is that the functions T (X), F1(Y) and F2(Z) are not determined by the
underlying physical laws; they can be shaped by evolutionary or developmental processes
in highly complex ways (as for example in the citric acid cycle), or planned by human
thought to produce any desired outcome. Unlike the case of physical laws, where the
relevant interactions cannot be changed or chosen because they are given by Nature and
are invariable, these interactions can fulfil widely varying biological or social or mental
purposes. It is their arbitrary nature, essentially similar to Turing’s discovery that a dig-
ital computer can carry out arbitrary computations, that allows this flexibility.

Biological examples of logical processes are

• Chemotaxis: bacteria detect gradients and move away from poisons and towards
nutrition.

• Bee dances: If food is found, bees signal its location to the rest of the hive by a
waggle dance. No dance implies no food has been found.

• Epigenetics: gene expression at lower levels is controlled at lower levels by gene
regulatory networks to meet higher level needs [5, 12] (as illustrated in Figures 1
and 2).

• Human planning of future actions on the basis of expected outcomes based on logical
choices, for example computer aided design and manufacture of an aircraft on the
basis of chosen design criteria [4].

3.2 Physical realisation

The hierarchy of structure that underlies existence of life [4] is indicated in Figure 1. The
kind of branching logic indicated in (5) occurs at each level in this hierarchy. It occurs
at the lower levels via mechanisms such as voltage and ligand gated ion channels, molec-
ular recognition via lock-and-key mechanisms, and synaptic thresholds, as discussed below.

When built into gene regulatory networks, signal transduction networks, metabolic
networks, and neural networks, logic gates realised in one of these ways at the lower levels
then lead to higher order logical operations such as occur in epigenetic circuits and the
functioning of the brain.

Figure 2 shows how logical operations at the lower level can be integrated into higher
order circuits with a different logic than at the lower level; this integration to give emergent
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Figure 1: Epigenetic control of lower level processes by higher level contexts, which control
which logic will operate at lower levels by switching genes on and off. From [12] (with
permission).

behaviour can occur at each level of the hierarchy of structure and function.4 All these
logical operations are based in physics, but are quite different than the logic of physical
laws per se. How are they realised through the underlying physical stratum?

4 The physical basis: linking the two

To give the discussion a specific context, I will now focus on the brain.

4.1 The nervous system

Brains are based in the underlying physics through the operation of neurons linked by
synapses and structured in neural networks, in particular forming layered columns in the
neocortex [10].

Neurons receive spike trains via axons, which flow to the nucleus where a summa-
tion operation is performed, and resulting spike trains then flow down axons to synapses
where a further summations process takes place; signals are passed to other neurons if the
outcome is above a threshold [10]. The behaviour of currents in dendrites and axons is
governed by the underlying phyiscs (described by equations (2-4)). Quantum mechanical
interactions based on these forces underlies the existence of the structures of neurons and
their component parts. The Hodgkin Huxley equations charactize ion and electron flows
that underlie existence of action potential spike trains in neurons. These equations follow
from the structure of axons and dendrites, and in particular from the the existence of
ion channels that allow ions to selectively flow in and out of the cell membranes. The

4This is like the way there is a tower of virtual machines in a digital computer, with a different formal
logic operational at each level [4].
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Figure 2: Logical structure of a simple metabolic pathway, showing the many proteins in-
volved, as well as the top-down effect of the large-scale physiological environment. Binding
of various factors serves as logic switches. From [6] (open access)

.

constants in these equations are not universal constants, but are constants characterising
the axon structure and environment.

4.2 The link of physics to logic: the molecular basis

The logic of what happens is enabled by voltage gated ion channels in axon and dendrite
membranes [3, 11]. They lead to controlled flow of sodium, potassium and chlorine ions
into and out of the axons and dendrites. The ion channels implement logical operations
with the following logic:

If voltage V > V0 then let ions flow, else not (6)

which is of the form (5). It is the structural form of the ion channels - the detailed three-
dimensional molecular configurations characterised as tertiary and quaternary structures
- that enables this logic to emerge out of physics in the brain at the lower levels, and so
underlie emerging logic at higher levesl [10]. The relevant structure is that of incredibly
complex proteins imbedded in the cell wall: see here and here for the structure of one
particular family of these channels. Given the existence of the ion channels, Maxwell’s
equations (2,3) together with the equations of motion for particles (4) underlie what hap-
pens. The flow of ions through ion channels is governed by these physical laws and so has
the physics form (1).

The implication is that, at least in the brain,
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Molecular basis of “IF ... THEN ... ELSE ....” logic in biology:
Biomolecules perform logical operations.

This applies equally in many other biological contexts (see below), where they can be com-
bined to give the basic operations AND, OR, NOT. Energy is of course used in carrying
out these logical processes, and local energy minimisation will occur as part of what is
going on (e.g. in the protein folding that converts one-dimensional strings of amino acids
to the very complex tertiary and quaternary structures of proteins [14]). But energy or
entropy considerations will not by themselves produce the desired logical operations that
enable the function and purpose characteristic of life [7] to emerge. Indeed the necessary
energy usage for cellular function is controlled by complex metabolic regulatory networks
[19] that determine what energy transactions will take place on the basis of logical opera-
tions; Figure 2 gives a simple example, showing how they rely on basic logical operations
(5) mediated by transcription factors that can be “on” or “of”. Thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics are not by themselves enough to capture what is going on.

In summary, biomolecules such as ion channels [3, 11] can be used to make logic
gates, and the higher level physiological systems in which they are imbedded
[2, 6, 15, 10] enable emergence of complex life logic and processes.

5 The existence of the Ion Channels

Two issues arise here: the possibility of existence of the molecules that comprise ion
channels, and how they come into being.

5.1 Their possible existence

The possible existence of biomolecules, and particularly the proteins that govern biological
activity [14], results from quantum interactions mediated by the electromagnetic force
[19]. Indeed both the existence of atomic nuclei and of molecular binding forces cannot
be explained classically. But given the nature of physics as we know it, with the nature of
everyday scale structures controlled by electromagnetism together with quantum physics,
there is a resulting space of possible proteins of vast dimensions: a kind of Platonic space
of possible structures [18].

5.2 Their coming into being

Given this possibility space, how have the specific proteins that exist and control biological
function come into being? This has developmental and evolutionary aspects.

Developmental aspects The relevant proteins exist because of the reading of the ge-
netic information written into our DNA [1, 19] through developmental processes [20, 13],
resulting in amino acid chains that fold to form biologically active proteins. This read-
ing of the genotype takes place in a contextual way [12] because of epigenetic processes [5].

Evolutionary aspects How did that genetic information came to exist? Equivalently,
how did the specific proteins that actually exist [14] come be selected from all of those that
might possibly have existed, as characterised by the vast space of protein possibilities [18]?
These extraordinary complex molecules with specific biological functions (for example,
hemoglobin exists in order to transport oxygen in our blood stream) cannot possibly
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have arisen by chance. Bottom-up self assembly will not do the job. They have to have
been selected for through the process of Darwinian adaptive selection [2] which creates
new information (embodied in the sequences of base pairs in DNA [19]) that was not
there before. Then reading out that information by cellular processes [19] creates the
string of amino acids that forms proteins such as hemoglobin. It then has to fold to give
its biologically active form. In principle that step is an energy minimisation operation;
in practice it requires molecular chaperones to achieve the required folding. These are a
further set of proteins whose existence has to be explained on the basis of natural selection.

5.3 The basic selection process

The basic generic selection process is that a random input ensemble of entities is filtered
to produce an ordered output ensemble, adapted to the environment via specific selection
criteria. The logic of the process is a special case of that given in equation (5):

ΠS(X) : {IF X /∈ S(C, E) THEN DELETE X} (7)

where S is the subset of elements selected to survive if C is the selection criterion and E
the enviromental context. The effect on the ensemble E is a projection operation:

ΠS : {E(X)} → {Ê(X) : X ∈ S(C, E)}. (8)

So now projecting again, ΠS leaves the new ensemble invariant:

ΠS : {Ê(X)} → {Ê(X)}. (9)

A simple example in the logical case is deleting emails or files on a computer; the basic
physics case is Maxwell’s Demon. It takes place in biology through Darwinian selection,
where the input ensemble at time t2 is the output of the previous process at time t1,
randomised to some degree:

{E(X)}(t2) = R{Ê(X)(t1)}. (10)

where R is a randomisation operation based in mutations and genetic drift. It is the
remorseless continual repetition of the process of randonisation and subsequent selection
that gives evolution its extraordinary creative power, underlying the emergence of complex
life forms [2]. It results in an increase of mutual information [17] between the system and
the environment; equivalently, the organism has adapted so as to reduce surprisal [17] as
it moves through its environment. This takes place either by the organism adapting its
structure and behaviour to the environment, or by the organism altering that environment
to suit its needs (niche construction). In the human case, that reshaping is achieved by
technological means derived from the creative activity of the human mind.

5.4 A multilevel process

In biology, this process of adaptation takes place in a contextual way through evolution-
ary emergence of developmental systems at the lower levels [13] that require existence of
specific proteins for their function. At the higher levels it leads to development of ro-
bust physiological systems [15] (protected by homeostasis) and a plastic brain that can
adapt effectively to the physical, ecological, and social environment. An example is that
vision gives great survival advantage to individuals. Development of vision is a multi-level
process, with higher level needs driving lower level selection of structure and function:
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• The top level need is for a visual system that will enhance survival;

• The next level need is for eyes, an optic tract, thalamus (a relay station for signals
on the way to the cortex), and neocortex to analyse incoming data;

• The next level is a need for photo receptor cells within the retina, and neurons and
synapses to constitute neural networks to analyse the data;

• One then needs specific kinds of proteins to make this all work [18], for example
rhodopsins in Light Harvesting Complexes and voltage gated ion channel proteins
in the cortex;

• So one needs to select for developmental systems [13] to make this all happen, com-
prised of Gene Regulatory Networks, Signal Transductions networks, and Metabolic
Regulatory Networks,and the proteins needed to make them work [18];

• Thus one needs whatever genome will do the job of providing all the above [18].

This is all guided by high level needs, as made clear in this example. The environment
E might be that the animal lives on land, or in the air, or in shallow water, or in deep
water. The selection criterion C might be a need to mazimise intensity sensitivity, or edge
detection, or motion detection, or angular resolution, or colour sensitivity; which is most
important will depend on the ecological environment. Thus natural selection is a top down
process [4] adapting animals to their environment in suitable ways, thereby altering the
details base-pair sequence in DNA. As stated by Stone ([17]:188):

“Evolution is essentially a process in which natural selection acts as a mecha-
nism for transferring information from the environment to the collective genome
of the species”.

Actually it is doubly a top down process, through the environment creating niches (op-
portunities for life) on the one hand, and through the selection criteria C on the other.
Altering either of them alters the micro (genotype) and macro (phenotype) outcomes.

5.5 What is the role of chance?

There is a great deal of noise and randomness in biological processes, particularly at the
lower levels where molecules live in what has been labelled a ‘molecular storm’ [8]. The
occurrence of this noise does not mean the outcome is random: rather, it provides the
basis for selection of outcomes on the basis of higher level selection criteria, thus creating
order out of disorder, as in (8). Indeed, microbiology thrives on randomness [8] as does
brain function [16]. Statistical randomness between levels provides the material on which
selection processes can operate. Quantum uncertainty might also play a role (this is
unclear until we understand the nature of the quantum measurement problem).

6 Conclusion

How do goal-oriented systems arise out of the goal-free underlying phyiscs? The main
conclusion reached here is that

Protein structure forms the link at the micro scale, as discussed
above, underlying emergence of macro-scale purposive entities when
incorporated in complex networks. The proteins and the network
must both come into being by processes of adaptive selection .
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I have used ion channels as my main example, because they underlie signal processing in
the brain, but there are many other biomolecules that are used in interaction networks to
carry out logical operations. In particular transcription factors binding to specific DNA
sequences enable logical operations such as AND and NOT (Figure 2), as do the opera-
tion of synaptic thresholds associated with excitatory or inhibitory receptors in neurons,
operating by the lock and key molecular recognition mechanism.

6.1 Adaptation and plasticity

Life depends on adaptation to its environment. Adaptation takes place at all levels and
timescales: evolutionary, developmental, and functional. Brain operations such as learning
are context dependent and adaptive [4]; so are operations of all physiological systems [12],
and all molecular biology processes [5]. The brain plasticity at macrolevels that underlies
our adaptive behaviour is enabled at micro levels by biomolecules acting as logical devices
(5) choosing alternative outcomes on the basis of local and global variables. This is where
the key difference from purely physically based interactions occurs. In biology, structure
and function go hand in hand [2]; and this is in particular true in the relation between
macro systems and their underlying molecular and cellular structure, which is a two-way
process: influences are both bottom-up and top-down [4].

6.2 The nature of adaptation

The underlying physics enables Darwinian selection to happen, but the physics does not
by itself decide what will happen; this is driven by higher level needs (e.g. development
of eyes, as discussed aboive). Adaptive selection is an emergent biological process. It
acts at all levels: on groups, organisms, systems, cells, interaction networks, genes, and
molecules. It is based in physical processes, but is not itself a physical law: it is an
essentially biological effect. It is not directly implied by or deducible from the equations
of the standard model of particle physics. In summary,

Physics underlies adaptive selection in that it allows the relevant bi-
ological mechanisms to work; but adaptive selection is not a physical
law. It is an emergent biological process.

Adaptive selection could not take place without physics, but unlike physics is a purposeful
process in that it has the logic of increasing fitness. It is irreversible, because species
die out in order that others succeed; logically this is because {Ê(X)} does not determine
{E(X)} (see (8)), so information ∆E(X) := {E(X)} − {Ê(X)} is lost in the process. It
is influenced at higher levels of development by social and psychological influences that
crucially shape outcomes, for example through the development of the language capacity
that distinguishes us from the great apeas (a symbolic capacity enhances survival because
it enables the development of high-level technology).

Adaptive selection is not the same as energy minimisation, although that will play
an important part in determining what can happen, nor is it entropy maximisation. It
cannot be deduced by statistical physics methods, nor by a consideration of force laws
such as (2-4) or from the standard model of particle physics. It is not implied by physics,
which has no concept of survival of a living being (or for that matter, of a living being),
but is enabled by it. The key thing that enabled this all to happen was the origin of life,
when adaptive evolutionary processes came into being. We still do not know how that
happened.
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Appendix: Technical notes

1. This essay is a companion to a paper with Philippe Binder on the relation between
computation and physical laws5.

2. In parallel to the discussion here, digital computers also show a high degree of logical
complexity based in the logical capacities built into low level devices (transistors)
that are combined so as to create logic gates underlying a tower of virual machines
(see [4]). It is these specific physical micro-structures, in this case products of logical
analysis by the human mind, that enable the underlying physical laws to generate
logical behaviour. Given this physical structure, computer programs specify the
abstract logic that will be carried out in a particular application, e.g. word processing
or image editing. The same physically based microstructure can carry out any logical
operations specified [4].

3. The existence of bio-molecules is enabled by covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, and
van der Waals forces [19]. All are based in quantum physics and the electromagnetic
interaction (2-4).

4. Multiple realisation of higher level functions and processes at lower levels is a key
feature in the emergence of complexity such as life. The key analytic idea is that of
identifying functional equivalence classes [4]: each equivalence class is a set of lower
level properties that all correspond to the same higher level structure or function.
This degeneracy occurs in the way developmental systems are related to the genome:
a vast number of different genomes (a genotype network) can create the same phe-
notype [18]; any one of them can be selected for and will do the job needed. This
huge degeneracy solves the problem of how biologically effective alternatives can be
explored in the time available since the start of life, as explained by Wagner [18] in
his important book. These are what get selected for when adaptation takes place;
and it is the huge size of these equivalence classes that enables Darwinian selection
to search out the needed biomolecules in the time available since the origin of life
[18]. Whenever you can identify existence of such functional equivalence classes, that
is an indication that top-down causation is taking place: see Auletta et al.6

5. In the case of a complex logical system, you do not get the higher level behaviour by
coarse graining, as in the case of statistical physics. You get it by black boxing and
logical combination, involving information hiding and abstraction to characterize
the exterior behaviour of a module, see Ross Ashby’s book Design for a brain, and
Giulio Tononi’s work on Integrated Information Theory. This is particularly clear
in the case of digital computer systems, with their explicit apparatus of abstraction,
information hiding, and carefully specified module interfaces, see Grady Booch’s
book Object Oriented Analysis,

5P M Binder and G F R Ellis (2016) “Nature, computation and complexity” Physica Scripta 91:064004.
6G. Auletta, G. Ellis, and L. Jaeger (2008) ”Top-Down Causation: From a Philosophical Problem to a

Scientific Research Program” J R Soc Interface B: 1159-1172.
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